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COMBINATORICS OF TORIC ARRANGEMENTS

ROBERTO PAGARIA

Abstract. In this paper we build an Orlik-Solomon model for the
canonical gradation of the cohomology algebra with integer coefficients
of the complement of a toric arrangement. We give some results on
the uniqueness of the representation of arithmetic matroids, in order to
discuss how the Orlik-Solomon model depends on the poset of layers.
The analysis of discriminantal toric arrangements permits us to isolate
certain conditions under which two toric arrangements have diffeomor-
phic complements. We also give combinatorial conditions determining
whether the cohomology algebra is generated in degree one.

Introduction

The aim of this work is to study the combinatorics and the ring struc-
ture of the cohomology algebra of toric arrangements. A toric arrangement
is a collection of a finite number of 1-codimensional subtori in an alge-
braic torus pC˚qr. Toric arrangements are a natural generalization of hy-
perplane arrangements. Hyperplane and toric arrangements are particular
cases of abelian arrangements, but very little is known in this generality: the
principal results are about models of the cohomology of the complements
(in [1, 12,19]).

Let us briefly illustrate the state of the art of toric arrangements. In
1993 Looijenga, in his article [18], used sheaf theory to compute the Betti
numbers of the complement of toric arrangements. Later in [10] De Concini
and Procesi gave a presentation of the cohomology module with complex
coefficients using algebraic techniques and pointed out the relation between
toric arrangements, partition functions and box splines. The relation just
mentioned is deeply examined in their book [11], in which they emphasize the
connection between hyperplanes and toric arrangements. The combinatorial
aspect and the relation with arithmetic matroids were investigated in [2,14,
17,20]. The study of homotopy type of toric arrangements appeared for the
first time in [22] and was analyzed in [6,7] where the toric Salvetti’s complex
is studied and the minimality and torsion-freeness of integer cohomology is
shown. A deeper inspection of the Salvetti’s complex was made in [5] (see
also the erratum); this leads to a presentation of the cohomology module
with integer coefficients. The wonderful model was described in [8,9,21] and
the formality was proven in [13].

A purely combinatorial presentation of the ring structure of the cohomol-
ogy has been given only in few particular cases in [10] (for totally unimodular
arrangements) and in [17] (for weakly multiplicative centred arrangements).
In this article we give a presentation of a gradation of the cohomology ring
with rational and integer coefficients. In the case of rational coefficients the
presentation (theorem 4.6) depends only on the poset of layers (connected
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2 R. PAGARIA

components of intersections of subtori). Dealing with integers is more subtle;
we exhibit two toric arrangements with the same poset of layers and differ-
ent cohomology algebra (example 7.1). In fact the presentation that we give
(theorem 6.4) depends on the poset of layers and on another algebraic invari-
ant; these two data permit to reconstruct the characters associated to the
hypertori of the arrangements. The case of centred arrangements is very
strictly correlated to arithmetic matroids. We obtain a uniqueness result
about representations of arithmetic matroids (see theorem 3.10).

The outline of this paper is the following: after an introduction to fix the
notations, we study the Leray spectral sequence of the inclusion of the toric
arrangement in the torus. The spectral sequence for the constant sheaf with
integer values collapses at the second page and converges to a gradation of
the cohomology ring of the toric arrangement. In the end of section 2 we
construct a presentation of a bigraded algebra isomorphic to the gradation
of the cohomology with integer coefficients.

In section 3, we analyze the information codified in the poset of layers
and in the arithmetic matroid. The information codified in the multiplicity
function permits to determine the linear relations between the characters. In
the case of surjective arrangements, this implies that the arithmetic matroid
has a unique representation or, in other words, the poset of layers determines
the arrangement up to torus automorphism.

Combining the results from section 2 and 3, in section 4 we can give a
completely combinatorial presentation of the gradation of the cohomology
ring with rational coefficients.

Section 5 is devoted to analyze coverings of tori, in order to give a pre-
sentation with integer coefficients. The main result of this section is the
definition of coherent element with respect to a poset of layers; the set of
coherent elements is in bijection with the set of centred toric arrangements
with a fixed poset, up to automorphism of the torus.

In section 6 we develop the analogous results of section 4 in the case of
integer coefficients. The information needed to describe the graded ring are
codified in the poset of layers together with the coherent element studied in
the previous section.

In section 7, we give an example of two toric arrangements with the same
poset of connected components of intersections but with different cohomol-
ogy ring on integers. This shows that the coherent element associated to
the arrangement is necessary to describe the cohomology ring on integers.

This study continues in section 8 with the introduction of discriminantal
toric arrangements in a, possibly disconnected, torus. We give the defini-
tion of poset isotopy (roughly speaking it consists in translating the hyper-
tori without changing the poset of layers) and we prove that poset isotopy
equivalent arrangements are diffeomorphic. Moreover we show that not all
arrangements with the same characters and poset of layers are poset isotopy
equivalent: this property depends on which connected component of the
discriminantal arrangement they belong to.

Finally in section 9, we give a purely combinatorial criteria to determine
whether the cohomology ring (with rational or integer coefficients) is gener-
ated in degree one.
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1. Notations

Let T » pC˚qr be a complex torus of dimension r and Λ its character
group. We call affine hypertorus the zero locus of 1 ´ aχ where a P C˚ is
a complex number and χ P Λ is a character. A toric arrangement ∆ is a
finite collection of hypertori, corresponding to the data ∆ “ tpae, χequePE ,
where E is a finite set. Sometimes, with an abuse of notation, we will write
χe P ∆. We want to study the complement of the arrangement, defined
as Mp∆q “ T z

Ť

ePE VT p1 ´ aeχeq and determine the ring structure of the
cohomology of M (we sometimes omit the dependence on ∆). A character
is primitive if it is not a nontrivial multiple of an element in Λ; a toric
arrangement ∆ is primitive if all its characters are primitive. It is always
possible to describe the open subsetMp∆q as the complement of a primitive
arrangement ∆1 (i.e. Mp∆q “ Mp∆1q). A toric arrangement is centred if
ae “ 1 for all e P E.

The main combinatorial object used to study M is the poset S of con-
nected components of intersections. Elements in S are called layers, so
the poset S is often called poset of layers. Layers are ordered by reverse
inclusion, so that S is a ranked poset with rank function given by the
codimension in the torus T ; we call Sk the subset of S of codimension k

layers.
We use the Greek letter Γ to denote the sublattice of Λ generated by the

characters χe in the arrangement ∆. If Γ has maximal rank in Λ then we
say that the arrangement is essential. The study of toric arrangements can
be easily reduced to the study of essential arrangements. For an essential
arrangement, the quotient Λ{Γ is denoted G.

A nice property of toric arrangements is that at every point of the torus
T , the complement Mp∆q locally looks like the complement of a hyperplane
arrangement; for this reason we will use the well-known theory of hyperplane
arrangements. For a general and complete reference, see [24]. In fact, for
every point x of the torus T , we can define a hyperplane arrangement,
associated to ∆, in the tangent space at x: every hypertorus H passing
through x has as tangent space a hyperplane in Tx T , that we denote by
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Hæ. We define the hyperplane arrangement

∆rxs
def
“ tHæ | H P ∆, x P Hu

Let W be a layer, we choose a point x P W and we define the hyperplane
arrangement in Tx T as

∆rW s
def
“ tHæ | H P ∆, H Ě W u

The choice of another point in W gives a canonically isomorphic hyperplane
arrangement, so the formula above is well defined. Notice that ∆rxs “ ∆rW s
only for generic x P W , i.e. for x in a open dense subset of W .

In the setting of hyperplane arrangements there is a natural map called
Brieskorn inclusion, defined as follows. Fix a layer L in a hyperplane ar-
rangement A with poset of intersection L and let AL be the arrangement
given by hyperplanes containing L. The complement of the hyperplane ar-
rangement A will be denoted by MpAq. The Brieskorn inclusion is the
composition

HkpMpALq;Zq ãÑ
à

LPLk

HkpMpALq;Zq
„
ÝÑ HkpMpAq;Zq

where the second map is the Brieskorn isomorphism (see [24, Theorem 3.26,
p. 65] or [4, Lemma 3, p.27]).

2. The Leray spectral sequence

In this section we state some general results on the Leray spectral se-
quence, see [3] for a reference. The case of cohomology with rational coef-
ficients has been studied by Bibby in [1]. We make use a result appeared
for the first time in [18] to compute the cohomology with integer coefficients
of a toric arrangement. Using the Leray spectral sequence we obtain a nice
presentation of a canonical bi-gradation of cohomology algebra of toric ar-
rangements.

Let j : M ãÑ T be the natural inclusion, which is a continuous map be-
tween topological spaces. Let ZM be the sheaf on M of locally constant
functions with values in Z.

We recall the definition of higher direct image sheaves for the map j and
the sheaf ZM . Let us consider the presheaf defined by U ÞÑ Ȟqpj´1pUq;ZM q.
The associated sheaf is the q-direct image sheaf Rqj˚ZM .

Since Z is a ring, the cup product Ȟqpj´1pUq;ZM q b Ȟq1

pj´1pUq;ZM q Ñ

Ȟq`q1

pj´1pUq;ZM q is defined in Čech cohomology, for details see [3, Sec-
tion II.7]. The cup product induces the map of sheaves fq,q1 : Rqj˚ZM b

Rq1

j˚ZM Ñ Rq`q1

j˚ZM . In the same way we can define Rqj˚QM . We define
the maps

!: ȞppT ;Rqj˚ZMq b Ȟp1

pT ;Rq1

j˚ZMq Ñ Ȟp`p1

pT ;Rq`q1

j˚ZMq. (1)

as p´1qp
1q times the composition of the cup product in the Čech coho-

mology and fq,q1.
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The inclusion j defines a natural map in cohomology H‚pT q Ñ H‚pMq
which is injective, so we identify H‚pT q with its image. We define a increas-
ing filtration F‚ “ tFiuiPZ for the cohomology ring H‚pMq by

Fi “ HďipM ;Zq bH‚pT ;Zq

for i ě 0 and by F´1 “ 0. The graded ring grF‚
H‚pM ;Zq associated with

the filtration F‚ is the ring
À

iě0 Fi{Fi´1.

Lemma 2.1 ( [3]). There exists a spectral sequence of Z-algebras Ep,q
n pMq

which converges, as a bi-graded algebra, to grF‚
H‚pM ;Zq. The second page

of the spectral sequence is

E
p,q
2 pMq “ ȞppT ;Rqj˚ZM q

and the product coincides with the map defined in (1).

Proof. The existence and the convergence of the spectral sequence are proven
in [3, IV, Theorem 6.1]. The cup product in Leray spectral sequence is
described in [3, IV, section 6.8].

The limit of the spectral sequence is a graded ring associated with a
filtration of H‚pM ;Zq that can be determine as follows. The Leray spectral
sequence can be identified to the first (or horizontal) spectral sequence of
an appropriate double complex. The filtration in the double complex is
described in [3, A, section 2] and coincides with F‚. �

From now on, let j : M Ñ T be the open inclusion of complement of a
toric arrangement in the corresponding torus, so the equality j˚ZM “ ZT

holds. The higher direct image sheaves Rqj˚ZM and Rqj˚QM has been
partially described in [18] and in [1], respectively. The analogous of the
following lemma for the sheaf Rqj˚QM has been proven in [1, Lemma 3.1].
We adapt the proof of [1] in order to study the cup product structure in the
case of integer coefficients.

Lemma 2.2. Let iW be the inclusion W ãÑ T for W P S . For all natural
numbers q there exists an isomorphism of sheaves:

ϕq :
à

rkW“q

piW q˚ZW bZ H
qpMp∆rW sq;Zq

„
ÝÑ Rqj˚ZM

Proof. Recall that the sheaf Rqj˚ZM is the sheafification of the presheaf P ,
defined by:

P pUq “ Ȟqpj´1pUq;ZM q

Let x P T be a point of the torus and denote with Wx the smallest (with
respect to inclusions) layer containing the point x. There exists a neighbor-
hood Vx Ă T of x which is diffeomorphic to the tangent space Tx T and the
restriction from Vx XM into Mp∆rxsq is an isomorphism. By construction
we have Mp∆rxsq “ Mp∆rWxsq, so the stalk of Rqj˚ZW at x is

pRqj˚ZMqx “ HqpMp∆rWxsq;Zq »
à

rkW“q
xPW

HqpMp∆rW sq;Zq

where the last isomorphism is the Brieskorn isomorphism, see [24, Theorem
3.26, p. 65] or [4, Lemma 3, p.27]. We define a sheaf on T , ǫW “ piW q˚ZW bZ
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HrkW pMp∆rW sq;Zq, for all W P S . Let npU,W q be the set of connected
components of U XW , for every open set U Ď T we have:

ǫW pUq “ Z‘npU,W q bZ H
rkW pMp∆rW sq;Zq

For every x P T generic in W and for every open subset U Ď Vx, we can
define a map

HrkW pMp∆rW sq;Zq Ñ HrkW pU XM ;Zq

as the pullback of the natural inclusion U XM ãÑ Mp∆rWxsq. These maps
glue to a global map of sheaves ϕW : ǫW Ñ RrkW j˚ZM . Let ϕq be the
direct sum map from ǫq “ ‘rkW“qǫW into Rqj˚ZM .

We show that ϕq is the desired isomorphism by checking the maps on the
stalks. In fact, for x P T :

pϕqqx : pǫqqx “
à

rkW“q
xPW

HqpMp∆rW sq;Zq Ñ HqpMp∆rWxsq;Zq “ pRqj˚ZMqx

is the Brieskorn isomorphism. �

In order to study the product map fq,q1 , we introduce the map

bW,W 1,L : ǫW b ǫW 1 Ñ ǫL

which is defined as follows: if L is not a connected component of W X W 1

then is the zero map, otherwise we set:

bW,W 1,Lppα b aq b pγ b cqq “ pα|Lγ|Lq b pbW,Lpaq Y bW 1,Lpcqq

where bW,L is the Brieskorn inclusion:

HrkW pMp∆rW sq;Zq » HrkW pMp∆rLsW q;Zq ãÑ HrkW pMp∆rLsq;Zq.

Now we can consider the direct sum map

bq,q1 “
à

rkW“q
rkW 1“q1

rkL“q`q1

bW,W 1,L : ǫq b ǫq1 Ñ ǫq`q1.

Lemma 2.3. The isomorphism ϕ of lemma 2.2 is compatible with fq,q1 and
bq,q1, i.e the diagram below commutes.

Rqj˚ZM bZ R
q1

j˚ZM Rq`q1

j˚ZM

ǫq b ǫq1 ǫq`q1

fq,q1

ϕq b ϕ1
q

ϕq`q1

bq,q1

Proof. Let U Ă T be an open set; it is sufficient to show that fq,q1 ˝ϕq bϕq1

and ϕq`q1 ˝bq,q1 agree on the generators of ǫq bǫq1pUq. Let pαbaqbpγbcq be
an element of the ring ǫW b ǫW 1pUq and x a point of the torus T : we check
the equality on the stalk at x. If x is not in W XW 1 then rpαbaq b pγb cqsx
is zero and the assertion is obvious. Otherwise, let L be the connected
component of W XW 1 containing x. From the fact that

bL,Wx ˝ pbW,Lpaq Y bW 1,Lpcqq “ bW,Wxpaq Y bW 1,Wx
pcq
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we have that both stalks are αxγxbW,Wxpaq Y bW 1,Wx
pcq. �

In order to provide a description of the product structure in grF‚
H‚pM ;Zq

we introduce the following definition.

Definition 2.4. Let A‚,‚p∆q be the bi-graded algebra whose homogeneous
components are

Ap,q def
“

à

rkW“q

HppW ;Zq bZ H
qpMp∆rW sq;Zq.

The product map d is defined on the generators α b a P HppW ;Zq bZ

HrkW pMp∆rW sq;Zq and γ b c P Hp1

pW 1;Zq bZ H
rkW 1

pMp∆rW 1sq;Zq by
the formula:

rpα b aq d pγ b cqsL “ pi˚W,Lα Y i˚W 1,Lγq b pbW,Lpaq Y bW 1,Lpbqq

where L is a connected components of W XW 1 and iW,L (respectively iW 1,L)
the inclusion of L in W (respectively in W 1).

Theorem 2.5. The second page of the Leray spectral sequence of Lemma 2.1
is isomorphic as a bi-graded algebra to A‚,‚.

Proof. The isomorphism ϕq : ǫq Ñ Rqj˚ZM of lemma 2.2 induces an iso-
morphism in cohomology:

ϕ̃q :
à

rkW“q

H‚pW ;Zq bZ H
qpMp∆rW sq;Zq Ñ E

‚,q
2 pMq

Hence we have an isomorphism ϕ̃ : A‚,‚p∆q Ñ E
‚,‚
2 pMq; lemma 2.3 ensures

then that ϕ̃ is an isomorphism of algebras. �

The next lemma appeared first in [5]. An analogue on the rationals was
proven in [1, Lemma 3.2] in a more general setting using some Hodge theory.

Lemma 2.6 ( [5, Theorem 5.1.3]). The Leray spectral sequence for the in-
clusion M ãÑ T degenerates at the second page. Hence the two algebras
E

‚,‚
2 pMq and grF‚

H‚pM ;Zq are isomorphic.

Up to changing the coefficients, the filtration F‚ coincides with the one
defined in [10, Remark 4.3]. From now on, we denote by grH‚pM ;Zq the bi-
graded, graded commutative, Z-algebra associated toH‚pM ;Zq with respect
to the filtration tF ‚

nunPZ.
As a consequence of the previous statements we obtain the following re-

sult.

Theorem 2.7. The Leray spectral sequence gives the following isomorphism
of bi-graded Z-algebras:

f : A‚,‚p∆q ÝÑ grH‚pMp∆q;Zq

Proof. The result follows since the map f is the composition the isomorphism
given in theorem 2.5 between A‚,‚p∆q and E‚,‚

2 pMq and the isomorphism of
lemma 2.6. �
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3. Uniqueness of representability

In this section we deal with representable arithmetic matroids and with
the poset of intersections of a toric arrangement. The aim is to show, under
certain suitable hypotheses, that the representation of an arithmetic matroid
is unique up to change of basis and sign reverse. An analogue result is proven
for posets, namely: if a poset is the poset of intersections of a centred toric
arrangement then the associated toric arrangement is unique (up to torus
automorphism). The proofs of these assertions follow the ideas in [17] with
the only difference that the entries of the matrices are rational numbers,
instead of integers.

A matroid is a finite ground set E together a rank function rk: 2E Ñ
N, that satisfies some properties listed, for example, in [25, Section 1.1.3].
An arithmetic matroid is a matroid together with a multiplicity function
m : 2E Ñ N that satisfies five properties listed in [14, Section 2.3] and in [2,
Section 2].

Definition 3.1. An arithmetic matroid pE, rk,mq is said to be surjective if
mpEq “ 1 and torsion-free if mpHq “ 1.

A list of elements pveqePE in a finitely generated abelian group G define
an arithmetic matroid with rank function rkpSq “ rankG{xvsysPS and mul-
tiplicity function mpSq equals to the cartinality of the torsion subgroup of
G{xvsysPS .

An arithmetic matroid is representable if it came from a list of elements
in such a way (see the exact definition in [2, 14]).

Definition 3.2. A toric arrangement ∆ is said to be surjective if the char-
acters χ P ∆ generate the lattice Λ.

Remark 3.3. The property of toric arrangements to be surjective depends
only on the poset of layers.

Consider a vector space V , B one of its bases and tviui“1,...,n a list of
vectors: we denote by MBptviui“1,...,nq the associated matrix of coordinates
which is of size dimV ˆ n.

Let pE, rk,mq be a representable, torsion-free, arithmetic matroid; choose
a basis B Ď E and an essential representation given by the vectors tveuePE

in Zr, where r “ rkpEq. A basis of the vector space Qr Ą Zr is given by
tvbubPB, hence we can write the vectors tveuePE as a matrix whose columns
are the coordinates of each ve with respect to the basis tvbubPB:

MBptveuePEq “
`

Idr A
˘

P Mpr, n;Qq

where we have fixed an isomorphism between E and rns that sends B Ă E

into rrs Ă rns.
Analogously, we can order the characters χ P ∆ such that the first r

of them are a basis of the vector space ΛQ
def
“ Λ bZ Q. Set E “ rns and

B “ rrs and write all characters in coordinates to obtain a matrix p Idr | A1 q P
Mpr, n;Qq.

In the following discussion, A P Mpr, n ´ r;Qq denotes the matrix asso-
ciated to representable arithmetic matroids or the one associated to toric
arrangements. Let C P Mpr, n ´ r;Zq be the matrix with ci,j “ 0 if the
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corresponding element ai,j of A is zero and ci,j “ 1 otherwise. The matrix
C is the incidence matrix of a bipartite graph G with pr, n´ rq vertices. We
denote the vertices by R1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Rr and C1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Cn´r; two vertices Ri and
Cj are connected with an edge αi,j if and only if ci,j “ 1. Now choose a
maximal forest A in G, i.e. a maximal subgraph without cycles.

Lemma 3.4. Let pE, rk,mq be a representable, torsion-free, arithmetic ma-
troid and consider a basis B, a bijection E » rns, a maximal forest A in G

and an essential representation tveu Ă Zr, as above. Then:

(1) Replacing some ve with ´ve we obtain another representation of the
arithmetic matroid which is given by a matrix A1 such that its ele-
ment a1

i,j is positive whenever αi,j P A.

(2) If all entries ai,j of A such that αi,j P A are positive, the matrix A
is uniquely determined by the arithmetic matroid.

Lemma 3.5. Let ∆ be an essential toric arrangement and consider r char-
acters that form a basis of ΛQ, an order of ∆ and a maximal forest A in G,
as above. Then:

(1) Replacing some χi with ´χi we obtain another toric arrangement
∆1 such that Mp∆q “ Mp∆1q and S p∆q “ S p∆1q, which associated
matrix A1 has element a1

i,j positive whenever αi,j P A.

(2) If all entries ai,j of A such that αi,j P A are positive, then the matrix
A is uniquely determined by the poset S .

Definition 3.6. A toric arrangement ∆ is in normal form with respect to
a basis B Ă E and to a maximal forest A if all entries ai,j of the matrix A
such that αi,j P A are positive.

Let ∆ “ tpae, χequePE be a toric arrangement: define a function m from
the subsets of E to the natural numbers as follows:

mpIq “ #

#

connected components of
č

iPI

Hi

+

@I Ď E

This function is determined by the poset S , in fact it coincides with the
number of elements W in Srk I such that W ą Hi for all i P I.

Example 3.7. Let M “ pE “ t1, 2, 3u, rkq be the matroid of three distinct
lines in the real plane. The function m defined by:

mpHq “ 1

mpeq “ 1 for e “ 1, 2, 3

mp1, 2q “ 10

mp1, 3q “ 15

mp2, 3q “ 25

mp1, 2, 3q “ 5

makes the matroid M an arithmetic matroid pr3s, rk,mq. This arithmetic
matroid is representable, indeed a possible representation is given by the
matrix

`

´2 ´32 ´43
1 21 29

˘

.
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Choose a basis of the matroid, e.g. B “ t1, 2u consider the matrix A P
Mp2, 1;Qq representing the coordinates in the basis B of the third element
of E. The absolute value of the entries of A is easy to determine:

|a1,1| “
mp2, 3q

mp1, 2q
“

5

2

|a2,1| “
mp1, 3q

mp1, 2q
“

3

2

The associated matrix C is then p 1
1 q, and the associated bipartite graph is:

r1 r2

c1

This graph has a unique maximal tree, that we call A, hence the normal form

of the matrix A (in normal form) is

ˆ

5

2

3

2

˙

. A representation of the arithmetic

matroid in normal form is given by
`

2 ´32 ´43
´1 21 29

˘

which is obtained from the
one we had before by changing the sign of the first column.

Lemma 3.8. The absolute values of the determinants of square submatrices
of A are uniquely determined by the underlying arithmetic matroid, if A is
defined by an arithmetic matroid, or by the poset of layers, if A is defined
by a toric arrangement.

Proof. Let AI,J be the square submatrix of A with I Ď B and J Ď EzB.We
claim that:

|detpAI,Jq| “

#

mpBzIYJq
mpBq if BzI Y J is a basis

0 otherwise

where m is the multiplicity function in the case of arithmetic matroids and
the function defined above in the case of toric arrangements.

Let H be the square submatrix of p Idr | A q made by the columns indexed
by BzI Y J . Clearly |detpAI,Jq| “ |detH|. If BzI Y J is a dependent set,
then detH “ 0, otherwise we compute |detH| using the formula

MCptvbubPBqMBptveuePBzIYJq “ MCptveuePBzIYJq

where C is the canonical basis of Zr andMCptvbubPBq is the matrix of coordi-
nates of the vectors tvbubPB in the basis C. Notice that |detMCptvbubPBq| “
mpBq for all basis B of E, thus

mpBq|detH| “ mpBzI Y Jq

Since m depends only on the poset S , we obtain the statement of the
lemma. �

Corollary 3.9. The rational numbers |ai,j| are uniquely determined by the
arithmetic matroid (or respectively by the poset).

Proof. The number |ai,j| is the absolute value of the determinant of the
submatrix Ai,j of size 1 ˆ 1. The result follows from lemma 3.8. �
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Proof of Lemma 3.4 and Lemma 3.5. In both cases we deal with a matrix
A P Mpr, n´ r;Qq and with the action of pZ{2Zqr ˆ pZ{2Zqn´r on Mpr, n´
r;Qq: this group acts with sign reverse of rows and columns. The first asser-
tion was proven in [17, Lemma 6] in the case that A has integer coefficients,
but the proof never uses the fact that the coefficients are integers and works
also in the case of rational coefficients.

The uniqueness was substantially proven in [17, Lemma 9], but since
we are dealing with rational coefficients, we need to use corollary 3.9 and
lemma 3.8 instead of [17, Lemma 7] and [17, Lemma 8], respectively. �

Theorem 3.10. Let pE, rk,mq be a representable, surjective, torsion-free
arithmetic matroid. Then there exists an unique essential representation of
pE, rk,mq up to sign reverse of columns and up to automorphism of Zr.

Proof. Let tveuePE in Zr be an essential representation of pE, rk,mq, X “
MCptveuePEq the matrix of coordinates with respect to the canonical basis.
The statement is equivalent to showing that for any other representation
X 1 “ MCptv1

euePEq there exist two matrices G P GLpr;Zq and D P GLpn;Zq,
such that D is diagonal with all entries di,i “ ˘1 and X 1 “ GXD.

Lemma 3.4 proves the existence of the matrices G P GLpr;Qq and D P
GLpn;Zq with di,i “ ˘1; we want to show that G has integer coefficients.
The surjectivity assumption is equivalent to xveyePE “ Zr “ xv1

eyePE , while
matrix G sends the lattice xveyePE Ă Qr isomorphically into xv1

eyePE Ă Qr.
Since GZr “ Zr, G has integer coefficients. �

Corollary 3.11. Let ∆ be a centred, surjective, essential toric arrangement
in T with poset of layers S . For any other essential toric arrangement ∆1

in T with the same poset of layers S , there exists an automorphism g of
the torus T that sends the open set Mp∆1q homeomorphically into Mp∆q.

The proof of corollary 3.11 is analogous to that of theorem 3.10 except for
the fact that X “ MCptχuχP∆q and that we must apply lemma 3.5 instead
of lemma 3.4.

Given a set of vectors tviui“1,...,n in Zr, some linear relation among them
may hold; a relation can be written in the form

ÿ

iPI

cimivi “ 0 (2)

for some I Ď E, ci P t˘1u and some mi positive, relatively prime integers
(i.e. gcdiPIpmiq “ 1).

Lemma 3.12. Let pE, rk,mq be a representable, torsion-free, arithmetic
matroid, consider, as before, a basis B, a bijection E » rns and a maximal
forest A in G. Let tveuePE Ă Zr be an essential representation such that the
element ai,j of A are positive whenever αi,j P A. Then the linear relations
among these vectors are uniquely determined by the arithmetic matroid.

Proof. Equation (2) holds if and only if

`

Idr A
˘

¨

˚

˝

c1m1

...
cnmn

˛

‹

‚
“ 0
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or, equivalently, the vector w “

ˆ c1m1

...
cnmn

˙

is in the kernel of the linear appli-

cation p Idr | A q. Since the matrix A is uniquely determined by the arithmetic
matroid (lemma 3.4), this implies that so are all the relations. �

Theorem 3.13. Let ∆ be an essential toric arrangement in normal form
with respect to a basis B and to a maximal forest A. The linear relations
ř

iPI cimiχi “ 0 among the characters, χi P ∆, are uniquely determined by
the poset S .

Proof. The relation
ř

iPI cimiχi “ 0 holds if and only if the vector

ˆ c1m1

...
cnmn

˙

is in the kernel of the linear application p Idr | A q. Since the matrix A is
uniquely determined by the poset (lemma 3.5), this implies that so are all
the relations. �

4. Graded toric Orlik-Solomon algebra

In this section we give a purely combinatorial presentation of the bigraded
algebra grH‚pMp∆q;Qq “ A‚,‚pMp∆qq bZ Q. We begin by defining the
model GOS‚,‚pMp∆q;Qq, then we exhibit a basis of this Q-vector space and
finally showing an isomorphism between the objects grH‚pMp∆q;Qq and
GOS‚,‚pMp∆q;Qq.

Now on we need to fix a total order on E. A subset S of E is dependent
(respectively independent) if the characters tχiuiPS are linearly dependent
(respectively linearly independent). A minimal dependent set C is said a
circuit and the set of the form Cztcu, where c is the maximal element of the
circuit C, is a broken circuit. A no broken circuit is a independent set not
containing any broken circuit.

We recall the definitions of [10].

Definition 4.1. Let E be the ordered set of indexes for the elements of ∆
and let W be a layer. A k-tuple S “ ps1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , skq with si P E is standard if
the sequence is increasing. The set S is a circuit associated to W if it is a
minimal dependent set and W is a connected component of

Ş

iPS Hi. The
set S is an independent set associated to W (we will simply say that S is
associated to W ) if it is independent and W is a connected component of
Ş

iPS Hi. The set S is a no broken circuit associated to W if it is a standard
no broken circuit and W is a connected component of

Ş

iPS Hi.

We recall a well-known theorem of Orlik-Solomon (in [23]) on hyperplanes
arrangements. Let H be a central hyperplane arrangement with hyperplanes
indexed by the ordered set E. Let W ‚ be the exterior graded algebra on
generators tfiuiPE over the ring of integers. The Orlik-Solomon algebra
OS‚pH;Zq is the quotient of W ‚ by the ideal generated by the equations:

ÿ

iPS

p´1qifSzsi “ 0

for all circuits S of E, where we adopt the usual notation fT “ ft1ft2 . . . ftk .
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Theorem 4.2 (Orlik-Solomon [23]). For every central hyperplane arrange-
ment H there is a an isomorphism:

OS‚pH;Zq
„
ÝÑ H‚pMpHq;Zq

Moreover a basis of OS‚pH;Zq as Z-module is given by the elements fS
where S is a no broken circuit.

For every toric arrangement ∆ in normal form, let us define a bigraded
Q-vector space V with basis given by the formal symbols

teT yW,S | S, T Ď E, W P S , S is associated to W u.

Define the grade of eT yW,S to be p|T |, rkW q, or, equivalently, p|T |, |S|q. We
will write eT instead of eT yU,H (where U is the torus, i.e. the unique layer
of rank zero) and yW,S instead of eHyW,S. We endow V with the exterior
product defined on the generators by

eT yW,S ^ eT 1yW 1,S1 “ 0

if the tuple SS1 is dependent and by

eT yW,S ^ eT 1yW 1,S1 “ p´1q|S||T 1|
ÿ

W 2

eTT 1yW 2,SS1

otherwise, where W 2 runs over all connected components of W X W 1 and
SS1 is the concatenation of S and S1. The vector space V endowed with
product is a bigraded algebra over Q.

Let J be the homogeneous ideal generated by the following relations:

(1) eτT yW,σS “ p´1qsgn σ`sgn τ eT yW,S for all permutations σ P S|S| and
τ P S|T |.

(2) eiyW,S “ 0 for all i P S.

(3)
řrkW

i“0 p´1qiyW,Szsi “ 0 for all circuits S “ ts0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , srkW u associated
to W .

(4)
ř

iPI cimiei “ 0 for all I, ci and mi, i P I appearing in the relations
of theorem 3.13.

Definition 4.3. Let ∆ be a toric arrangement in normal form. The graded
Orlik-Solomon algebra for toric arrangement ∆ is

GOS‚,‚pMp∆q;Qq “ VäJ

Define IW as the set of characters in Λ that vanish on the translated to
the origin of the layer W P S . For every layer W P S , we choose arbitrary
dimW characters in ∆ such that their projection in Λ{IW bZQ form a basis
as Q vector space. Let BW Ă E be the set of the chosen characters for the
layer W .

Lemma 4.4. Let ∆ be an essential toric arrangement. Then a set of gener-
ators of GOS‚,‚pMp∆q;Qq as Q-vector space is given by the elements eT yW,S

with S no broken circuit associated to W and T a subset of BW .

Proof. It is sufficient to show that any generic element eT yW,S can be written
as linear combination of the ones with S1 no broken circuit associated to W 1

and T 1 a subset of BW 1 . By relation 1, we may assume that S and T are
standard lists and by relations 3 we can write each eT yW,S as sum of certain
eT yW,S1 with S1 a no broken circuit associated to W . By relations 4, we can
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write each eT yW,S1 as linear combination of some eT 1yW,S1 with T 1 Ď BW or
T 1 X S1 ‰ H. In the case T 1 X S1 ‰ H, the relations of point 2 show that
eT 1yW,S1 “ 0 in GOS‚,‚pMp∆q;Qq. �

Let ω be a generator of H1pC˚;Zq. The map χ : T Ñ C˚ induces a map
in cohomology χ˚ : H1pC˚;Zq Ñ H1pT ;Zq and gives χ˚pωq P H1pT ;Zq. Let

f̃ be the linear map f̃ : V Ñ A‚,‚ bZQ defined on the generators eT yW,S by

f̃peT yW,Sq “ χ˚
t1

pωqχ˚
t2

pωq ¨ ¨ ¨χ˚
tp

pωqbfS P HppW ;ZqbHrkW pMp∆rW sq;Zq

where the canonical projection from HppT ;Zq Ñ HppW ;Zq is understood
and the element fS is a generator of the Orlik-Solomon algebra of the hy-
perplane arrangements ∆rW s.

Lemma 4.5. The map f̃ is a morphism of algebras and factors through the
algebra GOS‚,‚pMp∆q;Qq.

V A‚,‚ bZ Q

GOS‚,‚pMp∆q;Qq

f̃

Proof. The map f̃ is a morphism of algebras, since

f̃peT yW,S ¨ eT 1yW 1,S1q “ f̃peT yW,Sq d f̃peT 1yW 1,S1q,

where d is the product of A‚,‚ introduced in Definition 2.4. Moreover, the
map f̃ sends the relations 1-4 to zero, hence the ideal J is mapped into
zero. �

Call f : GOS‚,‚pMp∆q;Qq Ñ A‚,‚pMp∆qq bZQ the map induced by f̃ on
the quotient.

Theorem 4.6. Let ∆ be an essential toric arrangement. The map f is an
isomorphism of algebras.

f : GOS‚,‚pMp∆q;Qq
„
ÝÑ A‚,‚pMp∆qq bZ Q

Proof. The map f is surjective becauseH‚pW ;ZqbZQ is generated in degree
one by the elements χ˚pωq with χ P ∆.

The set of generators described in lemma 4.4 is of cardinality equal to
the rank of A‚,‚, so the map f must be an isomorphism. Consequently, the
elements eSyW,T with T no broken circuit associated to W and S Ď BW

form a basis of GOS‚,‚ as Q-vector space.
Let N q be the following set:

N q
def
“ tpW,Sq P Sq ˆ PqpEq | S is a no broken circuit of SďW u.

As shown for the first time by Looijenga in [18] and then by De Concini and
Procesi in [10], the Poincaré polynomial of Mp∆q is:

P∆ptq “
r

ÿ

q“0

|Nq|p1 ` tqr´qtq (3)
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The number of generators is equal to:
r

ÿ

q“0

2r´q|Nq|

which is exactly the value P∆p1q of the Poincaré polynomial. �

Example 4.7. Consider the toric arrangement in pC˚q2 of four hypertori
having equations H1 “ tx “ 1u, H2 “ ty “ 1u, H3 “ txy3 “ 1u and
H4 “ txy2 “ ζ3u, where ζ3 is a 3th root of unity. The layers of rank two are
5 points:

p “ p1, 1q “ H1 XH2 XH3

q “ p1, ζ23 q “ H1 XH3 XH4

r “ p1, ζ3q Ă H1 XH3

s “ pζ3, 1q “ H2 XH4

t “ p1,´ζ3q Ă H1 XH4

An additive basis for the cohomology algebra of the complement is formed
by

e1, e2, y1, y2, y3, y4

in degree one and by

e12, e2y1, e1y2, e2y3, e2y4, yp,13, yp,23, yq,14, yq,34, yr,13, ys,24, yt,14

in degree two.

5. Coverings of tori

Let F be a finitely generated free Z-module and G a finite abelian group.
The extensions X:

0 Ñ F Ñ X Ñ G Ñ 0

are parametrized by Ext1pG,F q up to equivalence. We want to characterize
the cardinality of the torsion subgroup |TorX|. The torsion subgroup is
isomorphic to its image in G that we will call H.

Lemma 5.1. Let F be a free Z-module. Then the contravariant functor
Ext1p¨, F q from finite abelian groups to Z-modules is an exact functor.

Proof. A short exact sequence of finite abelian groups 0 Ñ H
i

ÝÑ G
p
ÝÑ K Ñ 0

produces a short exact sequence

0 Ñ Ext1pK,F q
p˚

ÝÑ Ext1pG,F q
i˚

ÝÑ Ext1pH,F q Ñ 0

since HompH,F q “ 0 and Ext2pK,F q “ 0 for all free Z-module F and all
finite group H. �

Lemma 5.2. Let F be a free Z-module, G a finite abelian group and x an
element of Ext1pG,F q. Then:

(1) There exists a unique subgroup H ãÑ G, maximal among all sub-
groups H 1 such that i˚H 1 pxq “ 0.

(2) There exists a unique quotient G։ K, minimal among all quotients
K 1 such that x P Im p˚

K 1.
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Moreover, such groups form an exact sequence 0 Ñ H Ñ G Ñ K Ñ 0.

Proof. Suppose that, for two subgroups H and H 1 of G, i˚Hpxq “ 0 and
i˚H 1 pxq “ 0. There is a surjection HˆH 1

։ HH 1 ă G that gives an inclusion

Ext1pHH 1, F q ãÑ Ext1pH,F q ˆ Ext1pH 1, F q. The element i˚HH 1pxq maps to

p0, 0q so it must be zero (i˚HH 1 pxq “ 0 in Ext1pHH 1, F q). The arbitrariness
of H and H 1 gives the first result.

The second point follows from the first making use of the following fact:
for every exact sequence 0 Ñ H 1 Ñ G Ñ K 1 Ñ 0 the element i˚H 1pxq is zero
if and only if x P Im p˚

K 1. �

Let T Ñ U be a covering of connected tori whose Galois group is the dual
of G. We want to apply the above observations to this group G. Call Λ and
Γ the characters groups of T and U respectively, so that G is isomorphic
to Λ{Γ. Let ∆U “ tpae, χequePE (with χe P Γ, e P E) be a surjective toric
arrangement in U and ∆T the lifted toric arrangement (i.e. the arrangement
tpae, χequePE where χe P Λ now are thought as characters of T ). We have
the two associated multiplicity functions mU and mT from PpEq to N.

Remark 5.3. For essential toric arrangements the function mT determines
the isomorphism class of the group G, hence it depends only on the poset
of layers S or on the arithmetic matroid (in the centred case). In fact G
is the cokernel of the matrix A whose columns are the coordinate of χe in
some basis. Then by the Smith normal form, its isomorphism class depends
only on the greatest common divisor of the determinants of the minors of
A.

The group G can be presented as the cokernel of D, where D is the rˆ r

diagonal matrix with entries di “ ei
ei´1

, where ei “ gcdtmT pEq | |E| “ iu.

We assume only the data of ∆U (hence the datum mU ) and mT (the
isomorphism class of G) are known. Our purpose is to give an answer to the
following question: how many extensions Γ ãÑ Λ1 giving the combinatorial
data of ∆T exist? In order to find the answers, we make the following
construction: for S Ď E, define ΓS to be the subgroup of Γ generated by
the characters tχeuePS and RadΓpΓSq its radical in the lattice Γ. Let FS be
the quotient of Γ by RadΓpΓSq and notice that FS is a free Z-module. The
exact sequence 0 Ñ RadΓpΓSq Ñ Γ Ñ FS Ñ 0 of free modules gives, for any
finite abelian group G the exact sequence:

0 Ñ Ext1pG,RadΓpΓSqq Ñ Ext1pG,Γq
πSÝÑ Ext1pG,FSq Ñ 0

Definition 5.4. Consider x P Ext1pG,Γq and call HSpxq the maximal sub-
group H of G given by lemma 5.2 for the elements πSpxq P Ext1pG,FSq. An
element x P Ext1pG,Γq is said coherent with ∆U and mT if for all S Ď E we

have |HSpxq| “ mT pSq
mU pSq .

Call C the subset of Ext1pG,FSq made by all elements coherent with ∆U

and mT . Recall that there is a natural right action of AutpGq on Ext1pG,Γq
and the set C is an invariant subset for this action.
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Lemma 5.5. Let U be a torus and Γ its character group. For all finite
groups G there exists a correspondence:

Ext1pG,ΓqäAutpGq
1:1

ÐÑ tT Ñ U | with Galois group dual to Gu

rxs ÞÝÑ pHompx,C˚q Ñ Uq

where T is a torus (T is not necessarily connected).

Theorem 5.6. Let ∆U and mT be as above. There exists a natural corre-
spondence

CäAutpGq
1:1

ÐÑ tT 1 Ñ U | mT 1 “ mT u

where mT 1 is the multiplicity function of the arrangement ∆U lifted to T 1 and
the right hand side is considered up to isomorphism over U . The bijection
is the restriction of the one in Lemma 5.5.

Proof. A standard fact from commutative algebra is the correspondence be-
tween the group Ext1pG,F q and the extension of the two Z-modules F and
G:

0 Ñ F Ñ X Ñ G Ñ 0

up to equivalence, i.e. two extensions X and X 1 are equivalent if there exists
a commutative diagram

0

ö ö

0 F

F X 1

X

G

G

0

0

Let x P C be a element coherent with ∆U and mT ; this element gives an
extension 0 Ñ Γ Ñ Λx Ñ G Ñ 0. If S Ď E then there is a commutative
diagram:

ö ö

0

0 Γ

FS
ΛxäRadΓ ΓS

Λx

G

G

0

0

Call ΛS the quotient Λx{RadΓ ΓS ; we will show that the group HSpxq is
the torsion subgroup of ΛS . The exact sequence 0 Ñ FS Ñ ΛS Ñ G Ñ 0
is represented by the element πSpxq, therefore for all G1 subgroup of G,
iG1pπSpxqq is zero if and only if the upper short exact sequence of the next
diagram splits.

ö ö

0

0 FS

FS ΛS

X

G

G1

0

0
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The upper short exact sequence splits if and only if X is included in the
subgroup FS ˆ TorΛS of ΛS . Indeed, if the upper sequence splits then
FS ˆ G1 » X Ď ΛS and G1 is a torsion group, hence included in Tor ΛS.
Viceversa, if X Ď FS ˆTorΛS then the projection onto the first factor gives
a retraction of FS ãÑ X and so the sequence splits.

Hence, the maximal subgroupHSpxq is isomorphic to the torsion subgroup
of ΛS , that is, RadΛx ΓS{RadΓ ΓS . The obvious equality:

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

RadΛx ΓSäRadΓ ΓS

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ ¨
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

RadΓ ΓSäΓS

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ “
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

RadΛx ΓSäΓS

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

implies the equality |HSpxq|mU pSq “ mTxpSq, for Tx the covering of U
induced by the inclusion of the character groups Γ ãÑ Λx. Since x is a
coherent element, we obtain the equality mTx “ mT . If x and x1 in C are in
the same orbit, then there exist two commutative diagrams

Γ

Λx

Λx1 U

Tx1 Tx

This implies that x and x1 induce equivalent extensions and we have a well
defined map C{AutpGq Ñ tT 1 Ñ U | mT 1 “ mT u.

The surjectivity of the maps follows by taking a covering T 1 Ñ U and the
corresponding extension Γ ãÑ Λ1. Our hypothesis mT 1 “ mT implies that
the cokernel is isomorphic to G, so Λ1 is represented by a coherent element
of Ext1pG,Γq.

The injectivity follows from the correspondence of lemma 5.5. �

Corollary 5.7. For any centred toric arrangement, the data of the poset
S together with x P C{AutpGq are a complete invariant system for the
arrangement up to automorphism of the torus.

Example 5.8. We continue Example 3.7.
The group G associated to the arithmetic matroid is the cokernel of the

matrix p 1 0
0 5 q, hence G » Z{5Z. The matrix

`

Id2 A
˘

describes the three

vectors e1, e2,
1
2
p5e1 ` 3e2q in the vector space Q2; let Γ be the lattice in Q2

generated by these three vectors.
The surjective arithmetic matroid associated to pr3s, rk,mq is the arith-

metic matroid that represents the vectors e1, e2,
1
2
p5e1 ` 3e2q in Γ. The

multiplicity function mU is defined by:

mU pHq “ 1

mU peq “ 1 for e “ 1, 2, 3

mU p1, 2q “ 2

mU p1, 3q “ 3

mU p2, 3q “ 5

mU p1, 2, 3q “ 1

The group Ext1pG,Γq is isomorphic to pZ{5Zq2. We look for the elements
x P Ext1pG,Γq which are coherent with the arithmetic matroid. Notice
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that the subgroups of G are only 0 and G (this is not true in general) and
imposing the coherence conditions for x yields:

|HHpxq| “
mpHq

mU pHq
“ 1 ô HHpxq “ 0 ô x ‰ 0 P Ext1pG,Γq

|Hipxq| “
mpiq

mU piq
“ 1 ô Hipxq “ 0 ô πipxq ‰ 0

The last implication holds for i “ 1, 2, 3. If we identify x P Ext1pG,Γq with
pairs pa, bq such that a, b P Z{5Z the conditions become, respectively:

π1pxq “ b ‰ 0 π2pxq “ a ‰ 0 π3pxq “ 3a ´ 5b ‰ 0

For the remaining subsets S Ă r3s, which are all of rank two, we have that
RadΓ ΓS coincides with the whole lattice Γ. In particular πSpxq “ 0 and
HSpxq “ G, therefore these conditions of coherence are always satisfied.

Summing all up, the coherent elements are C “ tpa, bq|a, b ‰ 0u (notice
that the conditions a ‰ 0 and 3a ´ 5b ‰ 0 are equivalent) and the set
C{AutpGq coincides with ta P G|a ‰ 0u (take a representative with b “ 3).

We are going to built a representation of the arithmetic matroid for each
element of C{AutpGq, such that any two of them are non-isomorphic. Let
Λx be the lattice in Q2 generated by e1, e2,

1
2
p5e1 ` 3e2q, 1

5
pae1 ` 3e2q (recall

that x “ pa, 3q). A basis for Λx is given by
!

e1,
1

10
pp2a ´ 5qe1 ` e2q

)

where a P t1, . . . , 4u. The three vectors e1, e2,
1
2

p5e1 ` 3e2q have coordinates
in the basis above given by the matrix:

Ca “

ˆ

1 2a ´ 5 3a ´ 5
0 10 15

˙

These are all the representations of the initial arithmetic matroid, up to left
action of GLp2;Zq and sign reverse of the columns.

In fact, the initial representation is equivalent to C2:

ˆ

´2 ´32 ´43
1 21 29

˙

“

ˆ

2 ´3
´1 2

˙ ˆ

1 ´1 1
0 10 15

˙

¨

˝

´1
1

1

˛

‚

6. Cohomology algebra with integer coefficients

In this section we introduce the bigraded algebra GOS‚,‚pMp∆q;Zq of a
toric arrangement ∆, which turns out to be isomorphic to grH‚pMp∆q;Zq,
studied in section 4. In order to define this new algebra, we will use the data
given by the poset of layers S and the coherent element x P C{AutpGq asso-
ciated to ∆. We will find that GOS‚,‚pMp∆q;Zq is an analogue (with integer
coefficients) of the algebra GOS‚,‚pMp∆q;Qq we have seen in section 2: in
fact, GOS‚,‚pMp∆q;Zq bZ Q » GOS‚,‚pMp∆q;Qq.

Let ∆ “ tpae, χequePE be a toric arrangement in normal form in the torus
T and S be its poset of layers. Consider the character group Λ of T and
its subgroup Γ generated by tχeuePE ; the inclusion Γ ãÑ Λ corresponds to a
covering T Ñ U , where U is the torus associated to Γ. The group of covering
automorphisms of T Ñ U is G “ Λ{Γ; the hypertori He “ VT p1 ´ aeχeq are
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stable under the action of G and therefore each of them defines a hypertorus
H 1

e “ VU p1 ´ aeχeq Ă U . Call ∆U “ tpae, χequePE the surjective toric
arrangement given by H 1

e in U .
The poset S allows us to determine a lattice Γ1 and vectors tveuePE Ă Γ1

such that Γ » Γ1 through an isomorphism mapping each ve to χe. Since
S determines the isomorphism class of the group G (see, Remark 5.3) and
hence the conditions of coherence, the set C{AutpGq can be recovered from
S .

Suppose now that we know the coherent element x P C{AutpGq corre-
sponding to ∆. From x we build an extension Λ1 of Γ1 such that Λ » Λ1

through an isomorphism that restricts to the previous one Γ » Γ1. With a
slight abuse of notation, the lattices Λ1 and Γ1 will be called Λ and Γ as well.

Define the free Z-module VZ as the module
Ź‚ ΛrtyW,SuW,Ss with S cir-

cuits associated to W . This module is the direct sum of some copies of the
external algebra

Ź‚ Λ and can be endowed with a product ¨ that coincides
with the wedge product on the external algebra

Ź‚ Λ and is defined on the
generators by

yW,S ¨ yW 1,S1 “ 0

if the tuple SS1 is dependent, or by

yW,S ¨ yW 1,S1 “
ÿ

W 2

yW 2,SS1

otherwise, where W 2 runs over all connected components of W X W 1. Let
the elements of Λ be homogeneous of degree p1, 0q and yW,S be of degree
p0, |S|q, so that VZ is a bigraded Z-algebra.

Define the map ψ̃ : VZ Ñ A‚,‚p∆q (recall definition 2.4) of bigraded
algebras that sends λ P Λ to λ˚pωq b 1 in the direct summand H1pT ;Zq b
H0pCr;Zq of A‚,‚p∆q and yW,S to 1 b fS, where fS is the generator of the

Orlik-Solomon algebra isomorphic to HrkW pMp∆rW sq;Zq.
Let JZ be the ideal generated by the three relations:

1’) yW,S “ p´1qsgn σyW,σS for all permutation σ P S|S|.
2’) λ ¨ yW,S “ 0 for all λ P RadΛ ΓS .

3’)
řrkW

i“0 p´1qiyW,Szsi “ 0 for all circuits S “ ts0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , srkW u associated
to W .

Definition 6.1. The graded toric Orlik-Solomon of the toric arrangement
∆ with integer coefficients is GOS‚,‚pMp∆q;Zq defined as the quotient of
VZ by the ideal JZ.

Lemma 6.2. The algebra GOS‚,‚pMp∆q;Zq is a torsion free Z-module.

Proof. The elements yW,S with S no broken circuit associated toW generate
GOS‚,‚pMp∆q;Zq as

Ź‚ Λ-algebra. Consequently, the module GOS‚,‚ is
the quotient of

Ź‚ ΛrtyW,SupW,SqPN s by the submodule N generated by the
elements λ ¨ yW,S for all S associated to W and λ P RadΛ ΓS (2’)). The
module N has the property that for all integer m, if mx belongs to N , then
x P N . Thus GOS‚,‚pMp∆q;Zq is a torsion-free Z-module. �

The map ψ̃ passes to the quotient by JZ, in fact an easy check shows that
JZ is contained in ker ψ̃. Call ψ the induced map GOS‚,‚pMp∆q;Zq Ñ A‚,‚.
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Recall definition 4.3 of BW for W P S .

Lemma 6.3. For any toric arrangement ∆, the elements p
ś

λPS1 λq ¨ yW,S,
with S no broken circuits associated to W and S1 a subset of BW , generate
GOS‚,‚pMp∆q;Zq as Z-module.

The proof of lemma 6.3 is analogous to the proof of lemma 4.4.

Theorem 6.4. For every toric arrangement ∆ in normal form, the poset
of layers S and an element x P C{AutpGq determine the graded algebra
GOS‚,‚pMp∆q;Zq.

Moreover, the map ψ ˝ f is an isomorphism between GOS‚,‚pMp∆q;Zq
and grH‚pMp∆q;Zq.

Proof. The characters χi P Λ for i “ 1, . . . , n are determined, up to isomor-
phism, by S and x (corollary 5.7). The incidence relations among the hy-
pertori of ∆ are codified in S . Since the construction of GOS‚,‚pMp∆q;Zq
depends only on the characters and the incidence relations between hyper-
tori, the first assertion follows.

We prove the surjectivity of ψ by showing the surjectivity of ψ̃. The
image of ψ̃ contains A1,0 and A0,‚, because Λ » H1pT ;Zq and the elements
fS generate HrkW pMp∆rW sq;Zq. It is obvious that Ap,q “ pA1,0qp ¨A0,q.

The map ψ is injective since the two Z-modules have the same rank equal
to

řr
q“0 2

r´q|Nq| and GOS‚,‚pMp∆q;Zq is torsion-free. Therefore, ψ is an
isomorphism.

The composition of ψ with the isomorphism f of theorem 2.7 gives the
desired isomorphism GOS‚,‚pMp∆q;Zq Ñ grH‚pMp∆q;Zq. �

7. An example

In this section we give an example of two toric arrangements with the same
poset of intersections S and different invariant in C{AutpGq. By the the-
ory we have developed so far, these two arrangements will have isomorphic
graded cohomology ring gr‚ H‚pMp∆q;Qq with rational coefficients and iso-
morphic cohomology modules with integer coefficients. Nevertheless, their
cohomology rings with integer coefficients are not naturally isomorphic, i.e.
there is no isomorphism between the cohomology rings that preserve the
cohomology of the tori.

Example 7.1. Let ∆ and ∆1 be the centred arrangements in pC˚q2 given
by the three characters in Λ “ Z2 and, respectively, in Λ1 “ Z2:

`

χ1 χ2 χ3

˘

“

ˆ

1 1 2
0 7 7

˙

`

χ1
1 χ1

2 χ1
3

˘

“

ˆ

1 2 3
0 7 7

˙

These two arrangements have the same poset of intersections S and the
same arithmetic matroid pE, rk,mq. The first two characters of ∆ (respec-
tively, of ∆1) form a basis of the arithmetic matroid (or, equivalently, of the
vector space Λ b Q). Following the ideas in section 3, we write the three
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characters in this chosen basis; the coordinates of χ1, χ2, χ3 (respectively of
χ1
1, χ

1
2, χ

1
3) are

D “

ˆ

1 0 1
0 1 1

˙

in both cases. Hence the matrix A “ p 1
1 q is in normal form with respect

the unique maximal tree in the associated graph. Let Γ be the lattice Z2, U
the two dimensional torus and ∆U the arrangement in U described by the
matrix D.

The inclusion Γ ãÑ Λ related to the arrangement ∆, defined by

e1 ÞÝÑ χ1

e2 ÞÝÑ χ2

e1 ` e2 ÞÝÑ χ3

has cokernel Λ{Γ » Z7
1 and the same holds for the inclusion Γ ãÑ Λ1 given

by ∆1. We want to find an element in Ext1pZ7,Γq{Z˚
7 that represents the

extension Γ ãÑ Λ. The group Ext1pZ7,Γq is isomorphic to Z7 ˆ Z7 and the
elements of Ext1pZ7,Γq coherent with ∆U and m are

C “ tpa, bq P Z7 ˆ Z7 | a, b, a ` b ‰ 0 in Z7u

hence the quotient by the natural action of Z˚
7 is

CäZ˚
7

» tx P Z7 | x, x ` 1 ‰ 0 in Z7u,

where each element x corresponds to the Z7 orbit of px, 1q in C. The coherent
element associated to ∆ is x “ 1 and the one associated to ∆1 is x1 “ 2.

The two algebras GOS‚,‚pMp∆q;Qq and GOS‚,‚pMp∆1q;Qq are isomor-
phic because, as the construction in section 4, they depend only on the poset
S (or on pE, rk,mq for centred toric arrangements).

Proposition 7.2. There is no isomorphism of algebras f between the coho-
mologies with integer coefficients of Mp∆q and Mp∆1q of example 7.1 such
that the following diagram commutes

H‚pMp∆q;Zq

H‚pT ;Zq

H‚pMp∆1q;Zq

f

Proof. Suppose that such an isomorphism exists, then it induces a graded
isomorphism between the algebras grH‚pMp∆q;Zq and grH‚pMp∆q;Zq. By
theorem 6.4 the algebras GOS‚,‚pMp∆q;Zq and GOS‚,‚pMp∆1q;Zq are iso-
morphic as bigraded algebras. We want to study the behavior of the product
of two homogeneous elements of degree p1, 0q and p0, 1q respectively. Con-

sider λ P Λ and
ř3

i“1 aiyHi,i with ai P Z; then

λ ¨
3

ÿ

i“1

aiyHi,i “ 0 ðñ @ i “ 1, 2, 3 ai “ 0 or λ P Zχi

1We denote with Zn the cyclic group on n elements.
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Therefore, the set

tλ P Λ | GOS0,1pMp∆q;Zq
¨λ
ÝÑ GOS1,1pMp∆q;Zq is not injectiveu

coincides with the union of the three subgroups Zχi, for i “ 1, . . . , 3. Anal-
ogously, we can define intrinsically the three subgroups Zχ1

i, for i “ 1, . . . , 3,

in Λ1. We claim that there is no isomorphism Λ
„
ÝÑ Λ1 that sends each

subgroup Zχi into the subgroup Zχ1
σpiq, for some σ P S3.

In GOS‚,‚pMp∆q;Zq there exist two elements that generate two different
subgroups Zχi whose sum is in the sublattice 7H1pT ;Zq (namely

`

´1
0

˘

`
p 1
7 q “ 7 p 0

1 q), while this property does not hold for Λ1 and the three sub-
groups Zχ1

i. We have thus proven that the cohomology rings H‚pMp∆q;Zq
and H‚pMp∆1q;Zq are not naturally isomorphic. �

8. Discriminantal toric arrangements

We want to study the continuous deformations of a toric arrangement.
Since the characters group Λ of a toric arrangement is a discrete set, no
deformation can change the set of characters in ∆, however it is possible
that some hypertorus in the arrangement are translated.

A particular nice type of deformation is the poset isotopy, which is by
definition a deformation that does not change the poset of layers. Two
toric arrangements are said to be poset isotopy equivalent if there exists a
poset isotopy that deforms one into the other. This notion has already been
defined in the context of hyperplane arrangements, see [24, Definition 5.27].

There are two natural questions:

(1) Are two poset isotopy equivalent toric arrangements diffeomorphic?
Are they homeomorphic? Are they homotopy equivalent?

(2) Are two toric arrangements with isomorphic poset of layers and same
characters poset isotopy equivalent?

In this section we will give a negative answer to the second question and a
positive one to the first question.

The following example was suggested by Filippo Callegaro and it is a
counterexample to the second question.

Example 8.1. Let ∆ and ∆1 be the following two toric arrangements in
T 2 “ hompZ2,C˚q:

∆ “

"

p1,

ˆ

1
0

˙

q, p1,

ˆ

1
7

˙

q, p1,

ˆ

0
1

˙

q, pζ,

ˆ

0
1

˙

q

*

∆1 “

"

p1,

ˆ

1
0

˙

q, p1,

ˆ

1
7

˙

q, p1,

ˆ

0
1

˙

q, pζ2,

ˆ

0
1

˙

q

*

where ζ is a primitive 7th-root of unity.
These arrangements have the same poset of intersections S and the same

characters χi for i “ 1, . . . , 4, therefore by theorem 6.4 their bigraded coho-
mology groups are isomorphic.

Definition 8.2. A layer W P S is generic if there exist exactly rkW
hypertori containing W .

A poset is generic if all layers in S are generic.
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(a) Mp∆q (b) Mp∆1q

Figure 1. Representations of the two arrangements on the
compact subtorus. The red subtori are the hypertori H4 and
H 1

4.

A poset S is nearly generic if there exists a layer W P S such that all
layers W not containing W are generic.

Clearly, generic arrangements are nearly generic. We fix n characters
χi in Λ and study the poset of layers of ∆ “ tpai, χiqui“1,...,n, where ai
ranges in C˚. From now on, we suppose all characters χi, i “ 1, . . . , n,
primitive and we consider the natural surjective map from E “ t1, . . . , nu
onto S1ptpai, χiqui“1,...,nq, the set of atoms. We will understand that all
isomorphisms between these posets will be over E.

We adopt the convention that a list of indexes pj1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , jkq is denoted by
an underlined letter j.

Theorem 8.3. The subset of pC˚qn given by

LpS q “ ta “ paiqi P pC˚qn | S ptpai, χiqui“1,...,nq » S u

is a smooth locally closed subset of pC˚qn. Moreover, if S is nearly generic
then LpS q is connected or empty.

For each a P pC˚qn define the hypertori Hi “ Hipaq “ VT p1 ´ aiχiq Ă T

for i “ 1, . . . , n.

Lemma 8.4. For all sublists j of p1, . . . , nq, the subset

Bj “ ta P pC˚qn | Hj1paq X ¨ ¨ ¨ XHjkpaq ‰ Hu

is a connected torus in pC˚qn. Moreover, the intersection of Hj1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Hjk in
T is independent, up to translation, of the point a P Bj.

Proof. Without loss of generality we suppose ji “ i, for i “ 1, . . . , k and
study the subtorus Y of

pC˚qn`r “ SpecCra˘1
1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , a˘1

n , z˘1
1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , z˘1

r s

given by the equations I “ p1 ´ aiχiqi“1,...,k. The rings morphism

Cra˘1
1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , a˘1

n s ÝÑ Cra˘1
1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , a˘1

n , z˘1
1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , z˘1

r s
äI
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induces a projection between the associated tori:

p : Y ÝÑ pC˚qn

pa, zq ÞÝÑ a

The image of the map p is the closed subset B described by the contracted
ideal

Ic “ p1 ´ aiχiqi“1,...,k X Cra˘1
1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , a˘1

n s

Given that the intersection of H1paq, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Hkpaq is nonempty if and only if
a is in the image of p, B coincides with Bj. The elimination ideal of a
binomial ideal is still binomial: this is a standard fact about binomial ideals
and Gröbner bases (for a proof see [15, Corollary 1.3]). In our case, since I is
a binomial ideal, Ic is binomial and the closed subset B is a torus. Moreover,
B is connected since it is the image of the connected torus Y under the map
p.

The fibers of the map p are either empty or a torus of codimension
rk

`

χ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ χk

˘

and with m connected components, where m is the kth-

determinant divisor of the matrix
`

χ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ χk

˘

. The fiber of a point
in B, seen as torus in T , is obtained from any other nonempty fiber by
translations. �

Recall that χi, i “ 1, . . . , n, are characters of a r-dimensional torus.

Remark 8.5. Let j be a sublist of p1, . . . , nq of cardinality k. The torus Y
is of dimension n ` r ´ k, so the set Bj is of dimension n ` r ´ k ´ rk j.

In particular, Bj is a hypertorus in pC˚qn if and only if j is a circuit (i.e.

rk j “ r ´ k ` 1).

Definition 8.6. The centred toric arrangement Dpχ1, χ2, . . . , χnq given by
the sets Bj ,for all circuits j, in T 1 “ pC˚qn is called discriminantal toric
arrangement associated to the n characters χi, i “ 1, . . . , n.

Proof of Theorem 8.3. If S is not S ptpbi, χiqui“1,...,nq for some bi, there is
nothing to prove. Otherwise, for each layerW of S , let jpW q be the ordered
set:

jpW q “ ti | Ai ď W u

where Ai is the atom of S associated to i.
The condition S ptpai, χiqui“1,...,nq “ S is equivalent to

@ a P pC˚qn DW P S

´

a P Bj ô j Ď jpW q
¯

By Lemma 8.4, the set

LpS q “
č

WPS

BjpW qz
ď

jĘjpW q
@WPS

Bj

is locally closed in pC˚qn and open in the torus
Ş

WPS
BjpW q, hence it is also

smooth.
IfW is a generic layer, then we have that Bj “ pC˚qn for all sets j included

in jpW q. Let S be a nearly generic poset andW non-generic maximal layer;
then the equality LpS q “ BjpW qz

Ť

some j Bj holds. If LpS q is nonempty, it
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is an irreducible set; it is connected in the Zariski topology and thus also in
the euclidean one. �

Example 8.7 (continuation of Example 8.1). Let S be the poset associated
to ∆ or, equivalently, to ∆1. The discriminantal toric arrangement associated
to p 1 1 0 0

0 7 1 1 q is the centred toric arrangement in pC˚q4 “ SpecCrta˘1
i uiď4s

given by the subtori

B3,4 “ Vp1 ´ a3a
´1
4 q

B1,2,3 “ Vp1 ´ a1a
´1
2 a73q

B1,2,4 “ Vp1 ´ a1a
´1
2 a74q

B1,2,3,4 “ Vp1 ´ a1a
´1
2 a73, 1 ´ a3a

´1
4 q.

All the others Bj are equal to pC˚q4 and consequently the subset LpS q is:

LpS q “ B1,2,3 XB1,2,4zB3,4 “ ta | a´1
1 a2 “ a73 “ a74, a3 ‰ a4u

Hence the set LpS q is the disjoint union of six connected 2-dimensional tori.
The two arrangements ∆ and ∆1 belong to different connected components
so they cannot be deformed one into the other by means of translations. We
have thus shown that ∆ and ∆1 have the same characters and the same poset
of intersections but are not poset isotopy equivalent, see Definition 8.8.

Definition 8.8. A deformation of a toric arrangement is a collection of
n hypersurfaces Hi in pC˚qr ˆ B (where B is an algebraic variety over C)
such that for every point b P B the subset Hi X pr´1

2 pbq is a hypertorus in
pC˚qr ˆ tbu. We call Mb the open set pC˚qr ˆ tbuz

Ť

iďnHi.
A deformation is said to be a poset-preserve deformations if the poset of

layers of Mb does not depend on the point b P B.
We said that two toric arrangementsM1,M2 Ă T are poset isotopic equiv-

alent if there exists a layers-preserve deformation in TˆB, B connected, such
that the pair pT,M1q (and pT,M2q) is isomorphic to a fiber pT ˆ tb1u,Mb1q
(and, respectively, to pT ˆ tb2u,Mb2q).

The next result is an analogous to the one on hyperplane arrangements
of Randell [26].

Theorem 8.9. If the toric arrangements M,M 1 Ă T are poset isotopic
equivalent then M and M 1 are diffeomorphic.

Since the group character Λ of a torus T is a discrete set, two poset isotopy
equivalent arrangements M and M 1 are described by the same characters
χ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , χn. Let S be the poset of layers of M or equivalently of M 1, the
base B of the deformation can be chosen to be a connected component of
LpS q. Call U the closure of B in pC˚qn, clearly U is a connected torus
(possibly translated) of dimension m.

Consider the torus T ˆ U with coordinates pzi, ajq as before, with hy-

pertori defined by 1 ´ ajχjpzq “ 0 and call M̃ the toric arrangement
pT ˆ Uqz

Ť

i“1,...,n Vp1 ´ ajχjpzqq. Choose a component-wise embedding of

T ˆU in pP1qr ˆ pP1qm. The main result of [9] is that there exists a smooth
project variety W obtained from pP1qr`m by means of a suitable sequence of
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blow-ups that contains M̃ . Call WB the inverse image of pP1qr ˆB through
the natural map W Ñ pP1qr`m.

Let w : WB Ñ B be the composition of the natural map WB Ñ pP1qr ˆB

with the projection onto the second component.

Lemma 8.10. The map w : WB Ñ B is a projective smooth map.

Proof. The morphism WB Ñ pP1qr ˆ B is projective and smooth by base
change of a blow-up map. The projection pP1qr ˆB Ñ B is projective and
smooth. So the composition w is smooth and projective. �

Lemma 8.11. The variety WB admits a Whitney stratification whose open
stratum is naturally isomorphic to M̃ .

Proof. The complement K of M̃ in WB is a union of some smooth divisors
Ki, i “ 1, . . . , k. Moreover K is normal crossing (see [9]). Consider the strat-
ification given by the closed sets Ki, i “ 1, . . . , k. Each stratum has smooth
closure in WB , therefore by [26, Lemma] this is a Whitney stratification. �

To prove of theorem 8.9 we follow the ideas of [26].

Proof of theorem 8.9. We apply the Thom’s isotopy theorem ( [16, Section
I Theorem 1.5]) to the map w. Consider the Whitney stratification on WB

of lemma 8.11. Since the poset of layers is the same for every point b P B,
the restriction of the map w : WB Ñ B to every stratum is a submersion.
Hence for all b P B, there exists a smooth stratum-preserving map h such
that the diagram below commutes:

B ˆw´1pbqWB

B

h

w pr1

Thus for all b1 P B, Mb and Mb1 are diffeomorphic. �

9. Cohomology generated in degree one

In this section we will analyze the property of the cohomology ring of
being generated in degree one. We will show that this property depends
only on the poset of intersections and we will give a combinatorial criterion
to determine when this property holds.

Lemma 9.1. Let B be a graded algebra and tFiuiPN an increasing homoge-
neous filtration such that

Ť

iPN Fi “ B. Then B is generated in degree one
if and only if grF B does.

Since H‚pT ;Zq » H‚pC˚;Zqbr is generated in degree one, H‚pM ;Zq is
generated in degree one if and only if A0,‚ is as well. By theorem 6.4,
we work on GOS0,‚pM ;Zq instead of on A0,‚. A similar argument show
that H‚pM ;Qq is generated in degree one if and only if the same holds for
GOS0,‚pM ;Qq.

In this section we will work with the assumption that ∆ is a primitive
arrangement.
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Proposition 9.2. Let ∆ be a primitive toric arrangement and S be a stan-
dard list of cardinality k. The following formula holds in GOS0,‚pM ;Zq:

yS “
ÿ

WPSk

WP
Ş

S

yW,S

Proof. The formula is an easy consequence of the definition of product (def-
inition 6.1) in the algebra GOS‚,‚pM ;Zq. �

Remark 9.3. By lemma 6.3, the elements yW,S can be written uniquely as
linear combinations of the yW,S1 with S1 no broken circuit, using the formulae
1’)- 3’).

yW,S “
ÿ

T no broken

rSW,T yW,T

The coefficients rSW,T are uniquely determined by the poset SďW .

We proved that if yS “
ř

rSW,T yW,T , where the sum runs over all layers

W and all no broken circuits T associated to W , then the coefficients rSW,T

are integers. We collect this data in a matrix Rk whose columns are given
by prSW,T qW,T for all S of cardinality k; these are merely the coordinates of

the element yS with respect to the basis tyW,T | T no broken circuitu.

Theorem 9.4. The algebra H‚pMp∆q;Qq is generated in degree one if and
only if all the matrices tRkukďr have rank equal to dimQH

kpMp∆q;Qq.

Proof. Fix the degree k. The submodule HkpM ;Qq is included in the sub-
algebra generated by H1pM ;Qq if and only if Rk has a right inverse; this
happens if and only if Rk has rank equal to dimQH

kpMp∆q;Qq. �

Definition 9.5. The r-th determinant divisor of an integer matrix is the
greatest common divisor of all the determinants of its minors of size r.

We call dk “ rkZH
kpMp∆q;Zq.

Theorem 9.6. The algebra H‚pMp∆q;Zq is generated in degree one if and
only if all the matrices tRkukďr have dk-th determinant divisor equal to one.

Proof. As in the proof of theorem 9.4, the submoduleHkpM ;Zq is contained
in the subalgebra generated byH1pM ;Zq if and only if Rk has a right inverse
with integer coefficients. By the Smith normal form, this right inverse exists
if and only if the dk-th determinant divisor is equal to one. Notice that if
Rk has strictly less then dk columns, then the dk-th determinant divisor is
zero. �
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